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Abstract
In this paper we compared the fast ICCD imaging with the newly developed diagnosticQ7
method that utilizes laser induced breakdown in plasma jet. Our helium plasma jet was
powered by an 80 kHz high-voltage sine wave and propagated into the ambient air. Pulsed
laser beam 1064 nm (4 ns pulse duration and 5 Hz repetition rate) was focused with the lens
into the plasma jet at energy below breakdown threshold in helium. Laser pulses and the jet
powering signal were synchronized. Laser induced plasma is highly dependent on the
concentration of seed electrons and other charged particles in the plasma jet channel. We
compared the radial profiles of the plasma jet obtained with these two methods. For laser
induced breakdown it was ±0.5 mm and for ICCD measurement it was ±1.75 mm, while the
ionization wave velocities obtained with these two methods were 15 km s−1 and 20 km s−1

respectively. Electrical characteristics of the plasma jet were also presented and one can see a
large hysteresis effect when the applied power to the plasma jet was reducing. We show that
the laser induced breakdown spectroscopy can be used as a complementary diagnostics
technique with ICCD measurements.

Keywords: DBD plasma jet, laser induced plasma, LIP, ICCD imaging, helium plasma jet

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs) attract a lot of atten-
tion due to their great range of possible applications especially
in biotechnologies and medicine [1]. The primary requirement
for treatments of living cells and tissues is the non-equilibrium
nature of those plasmas. Due to a variety of specific applica-
tions, it is necessary to study in detail all physical and chemical

∗ Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

processes, both in the plasma jet itself and in its interaction
with the treated samples. To solve these complex problems
many diagnostics techniques are used such as optical emission
spectroscopy (OES), mass spectrometry, Schlieren imaging,
laser induced fluorescence (LIF), electrical probe measure-
ments, cavity ring down spectroscopy [2–6]. From the fast
ICCD imaging it was found that plasma jets are not continuous
but consist of fast-moving self-propagating ionization waves
(IWs). The head of the plasma jet is loaded with a high concen-
trations of highly reactive species. The most important reactive
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species in plasma jets are reactive oxygen nitrogen species
(RONS), ions, electrons and UV radiation. Commonly used
gases as flowing buffers for plasma jets are helium and argon
[7–10]. The main RONS are hydroxyl radical •OH, ozone
O3, NOx, N2

+, O− and others [8, 11, 12]. A large percent-
age of research in plasma medicine is done by using plasma
jets, because of their simple construction and flexible range of
operating parameters. Plasma jets are used for bacteria steril-
ization, carcinoma cell treatment, blood coagulation and other
[13–15]. Treatment by a single plasma jet is usually limited
to 1 cm2, so for larger surfaces, plasma jets can be connected
in arrays of several identical plasma jets [16–18]. One of the
new emerging fields in plasma jet applications is treatment of
water and production of plasma activated water [12, 19–22] or
medium [23, 24].

Medical and biotechnology applications of plasmas [25, 26]
have opened a large activity in the field and it became neces-
sary to understand those plasmas better in order to interpret
and optimize those applications. Having in mind all the dif-
ficulties encountered in diagnostics of atmospheric pressure
plasmas each new result is valuable especially when more
than one technique has been applied and results are tested for
consistency.

In this work we compared two very different plasma diag-
nostic techniques. The first is broadband fast ICCD imag-
ing that is a non-perturbing technique and the second laser
induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) that is the opposite,
a perturbing technique. Laser induced breakdown in gases
has been studied in the first decades of laser applications,
followed by the development of LIBS, a versatile technique
for elemental analysis of solid materials [27, 28], as well as
liquid [29] and gas/aerosols [30]. For the breakdown to occur
in a gas, a critical electron density needs to be reached in
the laser focal volume. For relatively lower laser intensities,
this can occur via two processes, multiphoton ionization and
laser induced avalanche ionization. In general, the individ-
ual contribution of those two processes depends on the laser
wavelength and pulse duration. Using shorter wavelengths and
shorter pulses leads to higher probability of multiphoton ion-
ization to occur (especially with femtosecond lasers). In con-
trast to that, laser induced avalanche ionization favours longer
pulses further in the infrared. Most importantly, this is a pro-
cess that involves free electrons and is thus an ideal candi-
date for their detection. Theoretically, the process begins with
a certain low electron density (at least a single electron) in
the laser focal volume, which is then increased by a repeated
inverse bremsstrahlung and electron impact ionization [31].
The detection threshold (lowest electron density detectable)
can easily be changed by changing the laser pulse energy, so
the occurrence of a laser induced plasma (LIP) corresponds to
a certain electron density at the beginning of the laser pulse.
This concept was first shown in a publication by Popović et al
where a nanosecond Nd:YAG laser was used to detect free
electrons in a helium APPJ via laser induced avalanche ion-
ization [32]. More recently, Woodbury et al showed that low
concentrations of charged species can be probed by using a
picosecond mid-infrared laser for avalanche ionization break-
down of air [33]. The charged species were a result of nearby

radioactive source. The authors also discussed the implemen-
tation of this technique for low-density plasma detection.

Here we will show similarities and differences of these
two techniques for the plasma jet diagnostics. For example,
one of the first observables to be recorded in such plas-
mas were the velocities of propagation of ionization fronts.
Those are considerably different from the plasma flow veloc-
ities and are a projection of the space charge formation and
propagation. Most of the results were obtained by using ICCD
and there is wealth of data on how these velocities vary with
different parameters [34–37]. Here we compared the ICCD
data to those obtained by the laser induced breakdown mea-
surements for sinewave excitation signal.

2. Experimental setup

In this paper we used two experimental setups, the first setup
was for the LIBS experiment (see figure 1(a)) and the sec-
ond setup for the ICCD measurements (see figure 1(b)).
There are some differences in the used experimental equip-
ment between these two experiments because they are per-
formed in collaboration of two laboratories. The differences
are such that they cannot affect the nature of the final results.
The plasma jet electrode configuration and power supply for
the plasma jet are the same. ICCD measurements were car-
ried out at the Institute of Physics in Belgrade (Serbia) and the
experiment on the LIBS in plasma jet was performed at the
Institute of Physics in Zagreb (Croatia). Plasma jet is made of
a capillary glass tube with the inner diameter (I.D.) of 1 mm
and the outer diameter of 6 mm. The two external electrodes
were made of copper foil wrapped around the glass tube. The
width of the electrodes, the electrode gap and the distance of
the first electrode from the edge of the glass tube were all
10 mm. The electrode closer to the plasma jet nozzle was con-
nected to the high voltage power supply. The second electrode
was connected to the ground through a resistor of 100 kΩ.
The high voltage power supply was modular and consisted
of the signal generator (PeakTech DDS Function Generator
4025 used for ICCD measurements and Keysight Arbitrary
Waveform Generator 33522B used in laser measurements),
custom made amplifier and a high voltage transformer. The
operating frequency of the plasma jet was 80 kHz (unit time
cycle 12.5 micro-seconds). High purity helium 5.0 (99.999%,
Messer) was used as the working gas. The flow rate of
2 l min−1 of the working gas was set by a mass flow
controller (Bronkhorst MASS-VIEW R© MV-196-HE or Ali-
cat MC-5SLPM-D). The electrical properties of the dis-
charge were measured by high voltage (Tektronix P6015A,
75 MHz bandwidth) and current (Pearson 2877) probes. Wave-
forms were acquired by oscilloscope (Picoscope 5244B). LIP
was produced by a Q-switched Nd-YAG laser at 1064 nm
(Quantel Brilliant, pulse width 4 ns) operating typically at
the repetition rate of 5 Hz. Polarizing beam splitter cube
(CCM1-PBS25-1064-HP/M, Thorlabs) was used for attenua-
tion of the laser power. Laser beam was focused on the helium
plasma jet at 5 mm below the capillary nozzle using a fused
silica lens with antireflection coating (focal length 5 cm, diam-
eter 2.5 cm). For the laser energy measurement, we used laser
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Figure 1. Experimental setups: (a) LIBS and (b) ICCD.

energy meter (PE25BB-DIF-SH, Nova II, Ophir) at 15 cm after

the lens focus. Laser delivered energy to the plasma jet was

20 mJ which was below breakdown threshold in helium at
atmospheric pressure under present excitation conditions. The

threshold for the laser plasma breakdown was experimentally
determined by slowly reducing the applied laser energy, and

when the laser plasma disappear that was the energy that we

used in LIBS experiment.

The laser synchronization with the high voltage signal and
spectrometer was achieved by using three digital delay genera-

tors (Stanford Research Systems 645). A signal generator was
used as the master device. Signal generator controlled delay
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Figure 2. Typical waveforms of the plasma jet discharge (a) Current and voltage signals for the plasma jet measured at the high voltage
powering cable. (b) Current and voltage signals for the plasma jet discharge, current was measured as the voltage drop at the 100 kΩ resistor.
ICCD camera delay range with the step of 0.1 μs for calculating the ionization front velocity.

Figure 3. (a) Current voltage characteristics (b) power of the plasma jet as a function of VRMS.

generators 1 and 2 with 80 kHz repetition rate. At the delay
generator 2 (see figure 1) sine signal of 80 kHz was reduced
to 20 Hz for the laser flash lamps and to 5 Hz for the laser
Q-switch. The light from the interaction volume was col-
lected by the lens (Avantes COL-UV/VIS) attached on the
optical fiber (solarisation resistant) with a CCD spectrometerQ8
(AvaSpec-3648, spectral resolution 0.6 nm). The spectrome-
ter was in a triggering mode with integration time of 10 μs.
The laser focusing lens and optical fiber were mounted on the
y translator. The precision of the translators in y axis direction
was 10 μm and in x axis direction 100 μm. The laser spot size
was 80 μm. For more details, see [32].

The second experimental setup (figure 1(b)) for the ICCD
measurements was previously described in paper [35], with
some minor differences. The oscilloscope used here was
Agilent DSO 6052a and high voltage probe was Tektronix

P6015A, with 75 MHz bandwidth. For the current measure-
ment we used 100× voltage probe (Agilent 10076B) for mea-
surement of the voltage drop at the 100 kΩ resistor. For ICCD
time resolved imaging we used Andor iStar DH734I ICCD
camera and the plasma jet was in the horizontal position. Opti-
cal emission spectrum of the capillary plasma jet was mea-
sured using USB spectrometer Ocean Optics Maya2000 Pro
(spectral resolution 0.5 nm).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electrical properties of the capillary plasma jet

Plasma jet properties are highly dependent on the electrode
configuration [36]. With that in mind, we first performed a
detailed electrical analysis. The current and voltage signals for
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Figure 4. Typical OES spectrum for the helium plasma jet, for 2 slm helium, measured 5 mm below the plasma jet nozzle with 4 W of RF
power delivered to the plasma.

Figure 5. LIP spectrum in helium flow: 588 nm (2p 3P◦–3d 3D) and
668 nm (2p 1P◦–3d 1D) lines are observed. Helium flow was 2 slm,
plasma was induced by the laser 5 mm from the jet nozzle, and 4 W
of RF power was delivered to the plasma, the same as in figure 4.
Since spectrum in figure 4 was recorded with a different
spectrometer (Maya2000Pro) units of the intensity in figures 4 and 5
are completely different.

the plasma jet are shown in figure 2. In figure 2(a) current and
voltage waveforms are presented, with the current and voltage
waveforms captured at the main high voltage powering cable
at the closest point to the powered electrode of the plasma jet.
Peak to peak (p–p) values for current (I) were 20 mA and for
the voltage (V) were 8.0 kV. The phase difference was close to
π/2 (84◦).

In figure 2(b) current and voltage waveforms for the plasma
jet are presented. The voltage waveform was recorded near the
powered electrode and the current waveform was recorded as

the voltage drop on the resistor near the grounded electrode
as presented in Maletić et al [35]. The measured p–p value of
the current was 6.92 mA and of the voltage was 8.0 kV. If we
compare the current waveforms at these two different points
of the plasma jet (on the HV power cable and at the resistor),Q9
we can see almost three-time (3×) difference in its magni-
tude. The phase difference between voltage and the current
was significantly lower than the current signal measured at
the HV cable, it was 55◦. The delay positions for the pulsed
atmospheric pressure streamers (PAPS [16]) velocity calcu-
lation are shown in the figure 2 with circle symbol for the
current and square symbol for the voltage. For this capillary
plasma jet we can see two peaks superimposed on the cur-
rent waveform. These peaks can be attributed to the collection
of wall charges (Q) on the inner surface of the glass tube in
the zone of powered and grounded electrode. In our previous
experiments we could not observe the peak in the negative half
cycle [35].

The V –I characteristics are given in figure 3(a) as well as
the power (in figure 3(b)) as a function of VRMS. The volt-
age was measured at the HV cable while the current was
calculated from measured voltage drop at the 100 kΩ resis-
tor. The calculated impedance for the plasma jet when the
‘plasma is off’ (without the working gas) was Z = 2.80 MΩ,
while after plasma formation in the gas flow the impedance
decreased to Z = 0.81 MΩ. We measured V –I characteris-
tics from the plasma ignition to the maximum power that our
power supply can deliver and in the reverse direction until the
plasma was extinguished. The power for the plasma jet is pre-
sented in figure 3(b). The power range for the capillary jet
was narrow in direct direction (increasing power) just 1 W
(from 4.2 to 5.2 W), while in reverse direction (decreasing
power) the range was around 4.7 W (from 5.2 to 0.5 W).
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Figure 6. (a) Intensity of helium 588 nm line emission as a function of delay (intensity of emission was integrated over 10 μs and the entire
volume of the induced plasma; (b) absorbed laser energy by the plasma jet as a function of the delay of laser trigger. Helium flow was 2 slm,
Laser was focused at 5 mm from the jet nozzle, and 4 W of RF power was delivered to the plasma.

Figure 7. (a) Intensity of the He 588 nm line in the y axis, (b) total emission profile from the ICCD image. Helium flow 2 slm, 5 mm from
the jet nozzle, 4 W of RF power delivered to the plasma. [ y axis is perpendicular to the axis of the gas flow and it is along the axis defined by
the laser beam (radial position in reference Popović et al 2019 [32]). Measurements are performed by moving the focal point of the laser
along the y axis.].

3.2. Time resolved emission intensity and absorbed laser
energy by the plasma jet

In air the laser induced breakdown occurred at about 10 mJ at
room temperature (22 ◦C and with 25% relative humidity). The
laser breakdown in air was accompanied with strong visible
light from the spark and loud sound from the associated shock
wave. When we focused the laser beam in the flow of helium
coming from the plasma jet nozzle the breakdown occurred at
a much higher laser pulse energy around 30 mJ with much less
light emission and weaker sound [32]. When the laser energy
was set to 20 mJ, the laser plasma was not induced since there
were no seed electrons from the plasma jet present. Light emis-
sion from the plasma jet was around 1000 times weaker than
the light from the LIP. Typical optical emission spectrum with

400 ms integration time for the helium plasma jet is shown in
figure 4. The spectrum was recorded for the 4 W of RF power
delivered to the plasma, 2 slm of helium and at the 5 mm in
front of the plasma jet nozzle. He I, N2, N2

+, OH and OI lines
may be observed in the spectrum of the free plasma jet. The
He 588 nm line has a very weak intensity that was drastically
increased in the LIP.

In figure 5 typical LIP spectrum is presented for the primary
discharge (delay 7.08 μs), where one can observe two helium
lines, 588 nm (2p 3P◦–3d 3D) and 668 nm (2p 1P◦–3d 1D).
Integration time for the spectrometer was 10 μs. For the fur-
ther plasma jet diagnostics, we chose the 588 nm line because
of its strongest intensity. Molecular lines originating from
the plasma jet could hardly be noticed since the LIP was

6
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Figure 8. Emission profiles along the x axis (distance from the capillary orifice) for different delays, the LIP is formed outside the glass
tube. Helium flow was 2 slm, 4 W of power was delivered to the plasma.

producing emission that was several order of magnitude more
intense in helium atmosphere.

In figure 6(a) we presented the intensities of the 588 nm
He line for different delays of the laser–plasma jet synchro-
nization. The position of the LIP was at 5 mm from the
jet nozzle. As one can see the line intensities are dependent
on the plasma jet voltages. The 0 μs correspond to 0 mA
current, the voltage was around 3.0 kV in the falling slope
(see figure 2(b)). This emission corresponds to the current peak
in the negative half-cycle (secondary PAPS). When current
starts to rise we can observe a sharp emission increase that cor-
responds to the current peak in the positive half-cycle (primary
PAPS). The primary and secondary PAPS are typical for pulsed
DC plasma jets [32]. The secondary PAPS was not observed
with ICCD measurements (see figure 9) due to insufficient
concentrations of seed electrons for the helium excitation in
negative half-cycle of the excitation signal. In contrast to this
LIP amplifies the emission signal of helium line, so the sec-
ondary PAPS were visible in emission spectrum of plasma jet.
The difference in intensities between the positive and nega-
tive half cycles is around a factor of six (6×). Absorbed laser
energy as the function of delay is shown in figure 6(b).
We have the same shape of the absorbed light as for the light
emission. One could argue that one can observe a smaller
peak for the negative and a larger peak for the positive half-
cycle. However, it is hard to make such a conclusion due to a
different nature of the measurement of absorption and emis-
sion. The maximum absorbed laser energy in LIP plasma was
2.5 mJ.

3.3. Comparison of the plasma jet profiles obtained by LIP
and ICCD measurement

In figure 7 we show emission profile of the plasma jet at 5 mm
from the jet nozzle. As one can see, the profile obtained with
the LIP was considerably narrower than the profile from the
ICCD images. The broad ICCD profile (figure 7(b)) is due
to the light emission from plasma (helium in the center and
nitrogen on the outer region of the jet) while the narrower
(figure 7(a)) profile is due to the LIP intensity dependence
on electron densities in helium flow. One should note that the
LIP emission profile is not deconvoluted. Laser focal depth in
direction of y-axis was estimated to be about 200 μm. From
these two profiles one can estimate the size of the transitional
region between the pure helium plasma and the surrounding
air. The transitional region has a considerably weaker intensity
of He lines than the emission in pure helium plasma. The size
of the region with a high concentration of helium was±0.5 mm
(in figure 7(a)) from the jet axis, and the transition region
where most chemical reactions are occurring was around 1 mm
on both sides beyond the He region. We did not observe any
light emission further than ±1.75 mm (in figure 7(b)) from the
jet axis.

3.4. Comparison of the velocities for the plasma jet
obtained with LIP and ICCD measurements

In this paragraph we calculate the PAPS velocities using the
edge of the emission in the axis of plasma jet propagation.
The intensities of the 588 nm He line for different delays are
shown in figure 8. The procedure for the PAPS velocity cal-
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Figure 9. Time resolved broadband ICCD images of the capillary plasma jet for the whole period of the excitation signal, helium flow was
2 slm, 4 W of RF power were delivered to the plasma, gate width was 25 ns, exposure time 2 ms and gain was 200. Recording was made by
integration on the chip of the ICCD.

culation is the following: (1) laser beam was focused in the
center of the plasma jet; (2) the starting position of the LIP was
5 mm from the jet nozzle (0 on the x axis); (3) plasma jet was
translated along the x axis; (4) for the fixed delay we recorded
profiles; (5) for the velocity calculation we used position when
the emission intensity drops to zero and that is the edge of the
ionization front (marked with arrows in figure 8). As delay was
varied we scanned different parts of the propagating front and
thus we observed propagation of the emission front along the
x axis.

In figure 9 we have shown the ICCD images of the cap-
illary plasma jet for the whole period of the excitation time.
Left electrode was grounded and the right electrode was pow-
ered. We used integration on chip because of the very low light
signal from the single period. The exposure time was 2 ms
(160 periods), the gate width was 25 ns and the gain was 200.
The starting delay position was when the current was zero.

As one can see, the formation of the plasma in the negative
half cycle occurred at 1.6 μs at the right edge of the powered
electrode. Moving further in time the plasma filled the inter-
electrode gap with high emission intensity. We have observed
low intensity plasma in front of the powered electrode. Posi-
tive half-cycle starts at 8.0 μs (voltage waveform) and plasma
was first formed at the left edge of the grounded electrode. The
PAPS was formed at 9.6 μs, and propagated into the ambi-
ent air. At the same time another PAPS was formed at the
right edge of the grounded electrode. This ‘negative’ PAPS
was propagating in the opposite direction from the working
gas flow. This kind of propagation was not observed in our pre-
vious experiments when we used glass tubes with larger I.D.
(4 mm) [35].

In figure 10 we show velocities of the ionization fronts
of the plasma jet outside the glass tube. The PAPS velocities
(squares in figure 10) were calculated from the helium 588 nm

8
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Figure 10. LIP PAPS velocities calculated from He line intensity
and PAPS velocities calculated from ICCD images (100 ns step),
helium flow was 2 slm, breakdown was induced at 5 mm from the
jet nozzle and 4 W of RF power were delivered to the plasma.

line intensity propagation in space (see figure 8), the posi-
tions from the jet nozzle were calculated as x position plus
5 mm (starting LIP position). We calculated that the maxi-
mal speed of the ionization front to be around 15 km s−1.
On the other hand, we show velocities of the IW (circles in
figure 10) obtained from the fast ICCD images with the step of
0.1 μs (ICCD images are not presented). The maximal veloc-
ity obtained with this method is more precise and it is around
the 20 km s−1. One can see that the ionization front starts
slowly to accelerate after the moment when PAPS leaves the
glass tube up to 4 mm. After that point there is a rapid mix-
ing of helium with the surrounding air and that leads to fast
acceleration to the maximal front velocity 10 mm away from
the nozzle. After reaching maximal velocity, ionization front
velocity slowly decreases until plasma is extinguished at
15 mm from the nozzle. The estimated experimental errors for
LIP and ICCD velocities calculation are under 10%.

Having in mind the accuracy of the LIP technique the two
sets of results are in agreement. LIP diagnostics provides addi-
tional freedom to determine radial profile and observe a finer
view of the inner structure of the propagating jet, especially
the radial profile of mixing with air.

4. Conclusion

In this research paper we presented electrical properties, LIP
and time resolved ICCD images for the capillary helium
plasma jet driven by kHz sine waveform.

For this plasma jet we observed a large hysteresis effect
when we decreased the power. We also observed the appear-
ance of a peak (2 μs) in the current signal in the negative
(falling) half-cycle and with LIP formation detect the presence
of charge carrier near the jet nozzle. In the positive (rising) half
cycle plasma jet front propagated inside the narrow glass tube
against the flow.

We show that the LIBS (running at laser energy below
threshold in helium) can be used for time resolved and spatial
diagnostic of the APPJ. This method can be used as a com-
plementary method for the diagnostics of plasma jets together
with ICCD measurements, or independently.Using the LIP, we
detected the secondary PAPS in negative half cycle of the exci-
tation signal, we determined the dimensions of plasma channel
with sufficient charge carriers necessary for initiation of the
laser induced breakdown. Thus one may provide a profile of
helium plasma mixing with air. Reasonable agreement of the
two sets of results gives us confidence to claim that one may be
able to use LIP to establish anatomy of more complex plasma
systems. The LIP technique can be used together with LIF
(or intra cavity spectroscopy) required to detect atoms and
radicals produced in the plasma.
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